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Pardes Schmooze 

Week 4 

On Monday morning about two hours before camp parents got an email with the link to the 
Camp Pardes weekly video for week three! Everyone came at the camp super excited on Monday 
ready for leagues. How about some learning first? Maybe some bubbles too! Pardes Jr invited the 
rest of camp to join in bubble day there were bubbles everywhere whoever forgot to bring a bathing 
suit got to enjoy a choose up game of basketball. After lunch we went to Gearity as Ben & Jerry's 
beat Pride of the Farm in kickball 7 to 6. Shalom Yosef had the game-winning single. Meanwhile, 
Chocolate Mousse beat Cookies and Cream 21 to 15 Newcomb. Ben & Jerry's showed Shannon 
Road how it's done winning 21 to 19 in their first volleyball game in a little while. After cooling down at 
swimming we got freeze pops to end the day. 

Tuesday was an absolutely amazing learning day. After a break and more learning, Shimmy 
Bookman hit a walk off single to lead Chocolate Mousse over Cookies and Cream 3 to 2. Thanks to 
the kitchen staff for a great lunch! They BBQ-d many hot dogs and hamburgers and most were eaten 
up. More on this subject later in the week, but there has been a big deal made as to how yummy the 
food is at Camp Pardes. One of the tricks is that the boys come in to lunch starving at 12:30, and 
most of the time that the boys bring a snack it just stays in their bag since they are having so much 
fun! After lunch, Moshe Burgess led Pride of the farm over Ben & Jerry's in football, while Shannon 
Road had their second baseball clinic. It’s so impressive to see that most 3-6th graders in camp can 
consistently hit a softball to the outfield! Cookies and Cream won 8-2 in basketball as Yehuda Kahn 
got four baskets! They then went on to win 12-1 in ultimate football. Ok fine 11-0 before the 
counselors got involved. Can anyone guess what sport Chocolate Mousse will need to practice before 
playoffs start? Yehuda Meystel scored 4 goals to lead Shannon Road over Nosson Denton (2 goals) 
and the rest of Pride of the Farm. Pardes Jr. got to have official activities in the game room. After all 
of the action we managed to make it to Notre Dame for swimming. There were exactly enough frozen 
freeze pops among the millions of not yet frozen ones to get through snack on Tuesday. 

On Wednesday, davening and learning started at exactly 6:00 9:30 am. After learning we got 
into the camp bus/vans with packed up lunches. Pardes Jr went to a splash park while 1-6 went to 
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Fun N Stuff. The younger boys went around with counselors while the older boys split up into buddy 
groups. Many Pardes shirts could be spotted all day by the go-karts, bumper cars and boats, 
eurobungy, arcades, inflatables, hamster balls, and of course, by the batting cages. Most of the boys 
managed to eat a sandwich and bentch, but some opted for a quicker bowl or two of cereal. At Camp 
Laser tag the red team led by Chanyn, Yassi, Mosleo, and Nossau beat the blue team with Yehuda, 
Shalom, and Yoni in both games, though they were close. If you have a chance next week in camp 
please ask Yehuda (Meystel) and Chaim (Aloni) how they got so many points, and also how the red 
team was able to have the Fun N Stuff staff spell all their name right. We then had a camp skate on 
the rink and a group picture before heading back to camp for freeze pops and dismissal. Well, the 1st 
– 3rd graders did. The older boys weren’t done batting practice yet and stayed just a bit longer. We 
pulled in to HJC at exactly 6:32, but the boys all said they would have loved to stay on the trip longer! 

After a record number of raffle tickets were won for a great learning session (and the record 
probably won’t be broken this year since in general it’s a max of three tickets per day) Shannon Road 
beat Pride of the Farm 14-7 in football, while Chocolate Mousse with K’s won 1-0 in soccer thanks to 
Dovid’s goal. Everyone was starving for lunch so they ate many fish sticks along with rice and corn. 
Eli Kaufman won hat day by default. After lunch Ben & Jerry’s had a 10 run inning including a homer 
by Nosson Denton and 2 home runs by Yoni Israeli and won 11-0 in baseball. They must have been 
tired for capture the flag  baseball as they lost their next game 7-0 to Shannon Road. Meanwhile 
Chocolate Mousse won 3-0 in dodgeball and came back in Steal the Salami to win 10-9 on points by 
Yitzi Lebovics and Yosef Gross. At swimming we tried out a new game “Water Basketball”!  

On Friday, we had a grand raffle! Many awesome prizes were won and everyone was raving 
about the prizes except Yoni, who we still owe a prize. After the final regular season league games 
were played, we had the most awesome lunch of the summer. Everyone loved the BBQ chicken (line 
chicken in a pan, in a bowl mix three parts ketchup and one part soy sauce, and any other spice 
besides oregano, pour a lot of mixture over chicken and bake at 350 for 1:45) the chicken noodle 
soup and potato kugel (bought at Davis caterers). When everyone raves about lunch and every trip 
we know that camp is just going absolutely positively (insert any word possible, but there is no word 
that can match this –) Camp Pardes!!!  
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Camp Pardes thinks that as well as the first half of camp went this summer - we can outdo ourselves 
and the second half will be even better! We can’t wait! 
Have a good Shabbos, whichever week this newsletter finally comes out! 
Camp Pardes 
 
From the Desk of our Learning Director: 

Dear Pardes family! 
We had a great learning week. The sweet sounds of davening and learning resounded 
throughout our building. 
On Wednesday we played Torah basketball, which challenged our knowledge. 
Have a great Shabbos 
Rabbi Aharon Lebovics 

 
 
Pardes Crafts and Baking News! 

This week during our arts and crafts hour the boys in kindergarten used permanent markers 
to decorate their very own set of marracas! The boys worked really hard creating their 
masterpiece and tried very hard not to get the permanent marker on them. These boys also 
created their very own flying rockets. Check it out and see how high they can "blow" their 
rockets! During our baking hour all the boys who wanted, made their very own chocolate chip 
cookie pie! The boys put all the ingredients into the bowl and hand a turn to mix them all up. 
Then, they were able to scoop out batter and put them into their pan. The boys all participated 
with enthusiasm and worked hard as a team to make the baking experience a success. Please 
note that the cookie pies were made in a fleishig oven! 

Wishing everyone a good Shabbos and an easy fast on Sunday 

Morah Dina Rossio 
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League Standings 

Team Name                                               Wins                           Losses                                    Ties 

Shannon Road                             11                            6                                     3 

Ben & Jerry’s                                 8                             8                                    2 

Chocolate Mousse                       7                             5                                    1 

Cookies & Cream                         5                             7                                     1 

Pride of the Farm                         4                            11                                    4 

*These standings may be inaccurate, please email pardesboyscamp@gmail.com with any corrections. Please include info on each game in question. 
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Rules for Sports League:   

We can print again, after everyone reviews and additions, Q’s, and mistakes are addressed. 

Reg. season, go by schedule, no changes can be made, but requests for future activities might help. 

In playoffs, team with higher seed gets to pick first sport, then other team. If three games are needed 
the higher seed cannot pick same sport as first game or Ultimate. 

Instant Replay: If there is video evidence, which can determine with certainty (in less than 90 seconds 
- or longer if other staff are continuing the game) that any call other than balls or strikes was incorrect 
the call shall be overturned. 

Baseball: Home team fields first. Everyone bats and fields, no need for equal amount of players. 
Players that throw their bat will be warned once and for the rest of summer if they repeat it will be 
automatic out. Catcher and batter always wear helmet, there will be two first base bags. If there is a 
play at first the runner goes to the base in foul territory and the fielder uses the base closer to second. 
This is for safety, but both bases are in play for fielder and runner. Underhand slow pitch softball, 
umpire's discretion to call a ball for any fast pitch. Infield fly rule in effect when runners on first and 
second or bases loaded with no outs or one out. No automatic force at home the runner must be 
tagged. There will be called balls and strikes. No leading or stealing bases. Play stops when the 
pitcher has the ball runners less than two thirds of the way to the next base must go back. In the 
youngest league only counselors may not make unassisted out on a ground ball. Timed game, the 
game is played until the end of the activity time, if the last inning was started less than ten minutes 
before the end of the activity the last inning doesn't count. Only completed innings count towards 
score - home team must bat. If last inning was started more than ten minutes before it will be up to 
the staff, if it cannot be resolved it will be up to head staff. No stalling allowed. 

Kickball: Same rules as baseball for home team, first base, force at home, stealing, leading, infield 
fly, two thirds of way to base, counselors can't make unassisted out on ground ball, and end of game 
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time. Strikes can only be called on non-bouncing clear good pitches, fouls as a fifth strike player is out. 
No walks but kicker can take unlimited pitches. No bopping. 

Soccer: Counselors shall set up field to be the largest safe space and set up at least 6 cones marking 
out of bounds. If no goalie box is set up the goalie may touch the ball with his hands within reason 
anywhere near the goal. Five players plus a goalie, substitutions can be made anytime ball goes out 
of bounds or play is stopped. If one team doesn’t have 6 players, the other team shall play the same 
amount of players and have substitutions.  The ball starts in the middle of the field at beginning of 
game and team that has 5 + goalie ready first, gets the ball first, and by second half. The other will 
get ball at beginning of second/fourth quarter. 4 10 minute quarters, time doesn't stop during regular 
play. (Sometimes we will play two timed halves and then each team will get ball once.) If ball goes out 
of bounds the team that did not touch it last throws in (two hands over head) it must touch another 
player before thrower touches or it goes in goal, if not then redo throw. If ball crosses goal line 
between goal and corner of field then it depends, if defending team touched last then it's a corner kick, 
if offense touched last it's a goal kick. If ball crosses goal line completely it's a goal even if goalie 
carries in his own net. Intentional use of hands gives direct free kick to other team, if in the goal area 
it becomes a penalty kick. After a goal the other team starts with the ball in middle of field. If game is 
tied at the end of four quarters, each player should get one penalty kick which is a direct kick from 
around 15-25 (younger league 15, older 25) feet out, alternately. If one team has more players than 
the other team, the team with less players will select an average/fair player that will shoot twice. 
Game may end in a tie after shootout. Any rule not discussed will go by FIFA rules until amended. 

Basketball: Full court 5 on 5, man or zone defense. Tipoff to start. All regular rules like fouls, carrying, 
double dribbling, shall apply, but not offside or three in key. Corners should be marked and judgment 
used if ball is out of bounds or not. After a basket is scored, the other team must pass the ball in from 
behind the net. For fouls the ball should be checked in near the offense's top of key. In younger 
leagues the staff should make all calls including fouls and out of bounds, if not play continues. In 
older leagues counselors may decide before game to allow players to make calls. Counselors in that 
case will have to confirm or judge call. Example would be if a player with the ball gets fouled and 
doesn't say anything or says too late, game continues, but if he calls a foul within three seconds then 
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the counselor will judge and confirm or say no foul. For out of bounds counselors will judge if both 
teams are saying different things. These calls should be made as soon as possible so it's fair, but with 
minimal or no arguing. 

Volleyball: Sets will be played until a team reaches 21 points, but if the set is tied at 20 then must win 
by two. Teams only score points if they served the ball. To determine who serves first we will volley 
for serve with at least three clean overs. At set point, the other team will get courtesy serve. 
Each team will get max of one courtesy serve per set. Each team can touch the ball three times or 
less before the ball goes over the net. If after someone hits the ball it hits the net and doesn't go over 
the net counts as one of the three hits. No carrying in volleyball, carrying will be called at discretion of 
staff. Can hit ball with any part of body, if it hit player twice the other team get the point or serve. The 
last person that touched the ball before it goes out of bounds will result in point for other team. On the 
outer part of out of bounds line will be considered out of bounds. Play sets until end of activity time, 
last set can be shortened to 11 or 15 (win by two) at the discretion of staff. The game may end in a tie 
of sets. Whole team plays even if one team has more players, unless counselors agree otherwise. 

Newcomb: The rules for Newcomb will be the same as volleyball except that in Newcomb the server 
may throw it over and the players can catch/carry the ball in Newcomb. In Newcomb points will be 
counted anytime the ball hits the floor and the team that got the point gets to keep the ball. If it goes 
out of bounds, the last person that touches ball gets point for other team. Ball starts from where it 
went out of bounds.  Ball must be thrown over the net and not kicked. 

Football: Football should be played with equal amount of players. No first downs. Two hand touch. 
Counselors can only be quarterback and defend against another counselor who is a quarterback. 
They may not play defense or receiver. Whoever kicks/throws off first will have ball last even if time 
ran out. Points will only be scored by touchdowns (can be 1, 6, or 7 points each). In any sport that 
needs equal players, if someone is at game, is able to play, and leaves the other team doesn’t need 
to take out a player. 
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